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As within and between the larger groups and series of works made at the outset of John Baldessari’s
career—or, more correctly, at the outset of his second start, the artist having cremated the works he
made between 1953 and 1966, in July 19701—there is an oddball but distinctively salient order in
play in this exhibition. It relies on an eclectic network of references comprised of words, photographs,
places, materials, genres, art works, aesthetic propositions, and publications, bound together by the
ﬁrst intimations of what will emerge as Baldessari’s lifelong commitment to dissident forms of structural allusion to the arrangement and ordering of ordinary things, including himself.
In order to tease out this relational matrix, I’ll begin with what is probably the earliest work in
the current exhibition, Space Available (1966–67, ﬁg. 1), a near square-foot of unframed raw canvas
marked in black ink approximately in its center with the words after which it is titled. The phrase is
constituted in two lines of regular, lightly italicized script, impressed using hot type, with the ﬁrst word
capitalized and a period after the last.2 The inked text across the middle of the canvas is just slightly
askew relative to the true horizontal axis, and neither formally aligned or indented, nor symmetrical:
the “a” of “available” appearing slightly to the left (as the viewer looks) of the “S” above it, and the
“ble.” protruding beyond the end of the word “Space” one line up, as it were. Space Available is completed by a further two lines of inscription in the form of Baldessari’s signature, penciled in rather
uneven capital letters and followed by the number “67,” centered on the “ES,” underneath.
Baldessari’s plangently perfunctory text-marked arena looks back to earlier paintings and
collages that were supplemented by letters and words, and across to text-bearing works by his contemporaries, and earlier twentieth century artists. The italic script, for example, recalls the cursive
writing, sometimes poetically abbreviated, deployed by Joan Miró in the 1920s in works such as
The Hunter (Catalan Landscape) (1923–24) or Photo: This Is the Color of My Dreams (1925), yet it is
utterly devoid of the implicitly personal and otherworldly or oneiric references conjured up by the
Catalan artist. The deﬁant formal and referential sparseness of Space Available is also at odds with
the compositional and material innovation of Ed Rusha’s word paintings, commenced half a decade
earlier, in 1961, some of which ape the appearance of commercial signage or comic-book gimmickry
by employing tilting perspective, trailing backﬁll, as in HONK (1962), or package-like organization, as
in Actual Size (1962). Ruscha’s painting Talk about Space and associated studies in colored pencil
of 19633 come closest to Baldessari’s concerns in Space Available. However, the much larger scale
(711⁄4 x 667⁄8 in.) and recessional, poster-style, block yellow lettering that ﬁlls the top register of the
Ruscha, as well as the subtly interruptive presence of a painted yellow pencil hovering at attention at
the bottom edge, both magnify the drama of the painting and amplify the resonance of its enveloping
blue ether. While also including the word “Space” and supplemented by pencil (but its traces not its
image), Baldessari, by contrast seems to stage only retreat or understatement. If Ruscha once noted

that “words are really horizontal objects …
almost making a landscape,”4
Baldessari’s retort drills them down to
bare declaration, apparently discarding
all hints of metaphor or allusion.
Such circumspection becomes
even more apparent if we look over to the
new amalgamation of words with photographic reproduction taken on during the
very years that Space Available was conceived and made. In a gesture of expansively deadpan literalism, Bruce
Nauman’s Eating My Words and Waxing
Hot from his series Eleven Color
Photographs (1966–67/1970), for example, feature, respectively, the artist
preparing to consume and then polishing
variously materialized physical letters.
Baldessari’s interest in Nauman is
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attested by a lecture he gave at Southwestern College,
San Diego, in 1968, supporting the institution’s purchase of a Nauman sculpture some months previous.5
Made around the same time, Joseph Kosuth’s series
Titled (Art as Idea as Idea) (1966–68)—mounted
photostats of dictionary deﬁnitions,6 expanded in
The Second Investigation (1968–72) to include entries
from the thesaurus put into circulation through print
and other advertising media7—takes on the grandiose
project of reframing the arbitrating sources of languagedenominated knowledge.
Exacting though it may be, Baldessari’s
signifying difﬁdence is by no means absolute. The tag
“space available” is readily associated with a realestate advertisement or sales signage posted on or

adjacent to a building for rent in whole or part. In these formats the transactional immediacy of the
phrase is tied to a particular place, as its functional meaningfulness is tethered to particular realworld references. In the absence of such speciﬁcity, the viewer is obliged to turn the title back on
itself, so that the available space might be read as the canvas surface that hosts the inscription, or,
possibly, the space of the gallery or other location in which the work is situated. In both circumstances the artist points to a fundamental absence, for if the arena of the canvas or the circumambient space of the gallery is “available,” it has not yet been (properly or completely) occupied: what is
posted there remains a descriptionless solicitation, a commercial proposition without a referent.
It was probably a few months after making Space Available that Baldessari began to experiment with the transfer of photographs onto canvas using photographic emulsions. Clearly aware of
precedents in the artworld, Baldessari’s engagement with the conversion of a photograph into painted
form once again refused rhetorical elaboration, which he associated with the silkscreen technique of
Andy Warhol and Robert Rauschenberg, developed in the early 1960s. Where Rauschenberg often
used multiple photographic images at different scales in a single work, Warhol characteristically
repeated or multiplied them, and both made aspects of the trial and error associated with their transfer protocol visible in the ﬁnal work, Baldessari’s ﬁrst efforts, including Artforum (1966–67, ﬁg. 7),
pared down the process, using a single source that was often casually cropped, refusing color, and
interfering with the appearance of the image as little as possible.
At ﬁrst glance, the cryptic anonymity of Space Available could not be at a further remove
from the magazine Artforum, which a decade or so after its founding in 1962 would come of age as
one of the most signiﬁcant international art journals. Yet the distinctive design of the publication’s
ten-and-a-half-inch square format approximates the dimensions of the slightly larger Space
Available as well as Baldessari’s version of Artforum. Of course, Artforum (the magazine) is also
comprised of several orders of available space, above all space for hire in the form of its advertising
pages, but also editorial space reserved for increasingly competitive commentary on contemporary
art and issues. Purportedly the site of neither criticism nor sales, the journal’s increasingly coveted
cover, generally reserved for the work of a single artist, somehow overlays both forms of availability,
representing a space apart.8
Casually cropped and slightly skewed (again like Space Available) as if to defy—or ignore—
the value conferred by artworld coverdom, Baldessari’s selection of the cover of Artforum, vol. 5, no. 3
(November 1966), featuring Frank Stella’s Union III (1966) is far from random. The November 1966
edition was one of the last made in California before the magazine moved to New York in 1967, at the
very time Baldessari began work on his own cover story. Between 1965 and the end of 1974
Artforum devoted seven articles and three covers to Frank Stella’s work,9 including the December

1967 issue, which came out barely a year
after the cover Baldessari chose for his ironic
homage. In a work bearing the laconic title A
1968 Painting (1966–68, ﬁg. 9), Baldessari
presciently responds to, and parodies, this
ubiquity by reproducing another Stella, Takht-iSuleiman (1967), from the Protractor Series
(1967–68), and by using the same Artforum
cover from November 1966 in a second piece,
This Is Not To Be Looked At (1966–68), this
time with the whole cover visible against a
dark ground, above the inscription after which
Baldessari titled the work. Stella not only
emblematized the shifting center of artworld
Artforum, vol. 5, no. 3 (November 1966). On the cover: Frank Stella,
gravity represented by Artforum’s move but
Union III, 1966.
also epitomized a ratiﬁed exploration of
“space” by an artist already received into an institutionally sanctioned status quo, the core methods
and assumptions of which were questioned by Baldessari and other artists in the emerging conceptualist avant-garde. In fact, one of the earliest and most strategic of these challenges joined the dots
between the works we have been considering by actively taking space in Artforum magazine, not in
the editorialized content or on the cover but in its commercial core. For, beginning with Dan Graham’s
Schema (1966), a number of artists including Stephen Kaltenbach and Kosuth purchased space in
the advertising sections of Artforum and other magazines. Graham reﬂected quite speciﬁcally on the
difference marked by this intervention from the work of Stella: “Unlike a Stella painting … the variants
of Schema,” he noted in a letter, “are not simply self-referential. This is because of the use of the
magazine system support. Magazines determine a place or a frame of reference both outside and
inside what is deﬁned as ‘Art.’ Magazines are boundaries (mediating) between the two areas …
between gallery ‘Art’ and communications about ‘Art.’”10
Made in dialogue with the languages of advertising and artworld value, Space Available
and the Stella-related works are representative of just two of the several “genres” with which
Baldessari took up between 1966 and 1968, during the self-conscious reconsolidation of his artmaking career. Thus, the pieces featuring Artforum and the Stella painting are part of a sprawling
series in which the artist used or appropriated words, phrases, sentences, lists, or paragraphs—some
combined with images—rendered by a commercial sign painter, relating to art criticism and aesthetic
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value. One subset comprises works addressed to and/or citing from established contemporary art
critics or cultural theorists, including Clement Greenberg, Barbara Rose, George Kubler, and Max
Kozloff. Another builds on the early Art Lesson (1964), offering more general reﬂections, some culled
from teaching manuals or art textbooks, about the nature, history, purpose, practice, and profession
of art: Subject Matter (1966–68), Tips for Artists Who Want To Sell (1966–68), Terms Most Useful in
Describing Creative Works of Art (1966–68), Composing on a Canvas (1966–68), Painting and
Drawing (1966–68), A Two-Dimensional Surface… (1966–67), A Work with Only One Property
(1966–68), Exhibiting Paintings (1966–68), Examining Pictures (1966–68), What This Painting Aims
To Do (1966–68), and Pure Beauty (1966–68, ﬁg. 11)—this last the best known and most succinct in
the group; its title was used for Baldessari’s last retrospective exhibition.11 One work in this thematic
cluster, Space (1966–68), returns us to the concerns of Space Available; it uses a quotation from a
poorly written primer to cross-correlate the artist’s spatial interests with “color,” “perspective,” and the
cubism of Pablo Picasso. Two of the Artforum and Stella works make up another subseries using
images combined with texts that includes Place a Book in a Strong Light… (1966–68), in which
Baldessari reproduces the slightly overexposed cover of the second edition of Art Fundamentals:
Theory and Practice.12
Place a Book is a good example of how the issues to which Baldessari alludes in these various series are interleaved and refracted. As attested by the volume reproduced—a standard textbook
from his own library—the subject matter of the work conforms—and contributes—to the text-only
pieces addressing basic issues in art and aesthetics. At the same time the title/caption points us to
a parallel series examining the conventions and propriety of photographic practice, as in Wrong
(1966–68), in which Baldessari poses directly in front of a sidewalk palm tree, defecting—by virtue of
this “misalignment”—from the predicates of proper photographic composition. Finally, because Place
a Book echoes the publication-plus-text format of the Artforum cover in This is Not To Be Looked At
it shuttles an element of the ironic critique caught up in the very notion of “art fundamentals” across
to the other publication, mooting, perhaps, Artforum’s own version of aesthetic fundamentalism.
Another work in the “photographic composition” group serves as a bridge to the ﬁnal series
that concerns me here, a set of photo-based pieces featuring apparently nondescript locations in
National City, the small town south of San Diego where Baldessari lived and worked in the mid-1960s.
An Artist Is Not Merely the Slavish Announcer… (1966–68) offers another wry reﬂection on the “factbased” seriality of work with the camera, “which,” the inscribed text announces, it “has had to accept
and mechanically record.” Like Wrong but without its awkwardly posed protagonist, the photographic
“case” in point features another palm-tree trunk. Bisecting the image, it rises from the bottom edge of
the “composition” and exits at the top, its fronds out of frame, in front of an area of stereotypical
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Southern California landscaping adjacent to San Diego’s Balboa Park. Despite the lack of human
presence, the “alignment” here is every bit as insistent as in Wrong. Baldessari has included the
trunks of two further trees, as well as a pair of man-made verticals in the form of trafﬁc control poles
in the top quarter of the photo. It is this zone, a parking lot packed with a dozen or so automobiles,
that forges the connection with the other National City “location” works. For the preponderance of
these pieces, often based on snapshots taken through the windows of a moving vehicle, form a kind
of atlas of local streets, bearing witness to the ubiquity of car culture in a locality that was home to
one of the ﬁrst auto malls in the world, National City Mile of Cars.13
Using the foot-square format of Space Available, Baldessari presents ordinary streets and
intersections—30th and National, National City (1966–67, ﬁg. 6)—automobile dealerships—Ryan
Oldsmobile (1966–68)—a mobile emergency service—Ballard’s Ambulance Service… (1966–68)—
car-wash joints—Econ-O-Wash… (1966–68) and its study (ﬁg. 2)—as well as street-side watering
holes—Duck Pond Bar… (1966–68).14 In a characteristic gesture, however, he disturbs the somewhat
remorseless logic of situational banality that informs this series—an inexorable regionalism raised to
a ﬂash point—in National City, Sunset (1966-67, ﬁg. 3). The subtle yet studied provision of supplementary information about when the photograph was taken resituates another ordinary, but now
darker and more indistinct, view of a local street ﬂanked by palm trees and electricity poles.
This inﬂection—again typically—is beholden to several art historical and technical references, for the
marker “sunset” points to both the aesthetic absorption of temporal indicators associated above all
with one of the origins of visual modernism in the Impressionist movement,15 and, at the same time,
looks across to the clichéd mantras of amateur photography, as set out in its popular manuals,
pages, sections, or chapters dedicated to the proper or most effective ways to “take” sunsets. These
references are ruined, of course, by the conspicuous absence of the radiant color that should inform
both of them, and by the incongruous defection of Baldessari’s work from the predicates of the “picturesque” or compositional norms.
Or, we could say, Baldessari has normalized the norms, ﬂattening them out almost completely by reducing them to a “lowest common denominator”—one low and common enough that they
are utterly dissipated into the ordinary.16 Baldessari’s re-presentation of the remorselessly quotidian—showing “things pretty much as they are”—is, therefore, different in kind from Douglas Huebler’s
universalizing project “to photographically document the existence of everyone alive,” which he commenced in 1971 with Variable Piece #70 (In Process) Global, or the totalizing epistemology of
Kosuth’s dictionary and thesaurus works. For if the location pieces and the other series created
between 1966 and 1968 have a shared point of origin, it arises, unavoidably, from the basic elements
of Baldessari’s own daily life in these years. His work as an artist was decisively inﬂected by the

Joseph Kosuth, 'Titled (Art as Idea as Idea)' [Script], 1967. Photostat mounted on board,
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conditions of his life, metered out by renting, lettering, photographing, looking through magazines, consulting course books, driving and commuting. For example, Space Available clearly responds to the
family circumstances from which he beneﬁted: his father owned and rented out a variety of commercial
and residential properties in the National City area, including the artist’s own studio spaces. Baldessari
even refers to the background colors he used for some of his text paintings as “landlord colors: peach,
light green, ivory … tan,” hues he thought that he “hated” but used nevertheless in an effort to refuse
color mixing and any other kind of ﬂourish or decoration in order to attain “some sort of banality.”
There is also a more covert reference in Space Available arising from another aspect of Baldessari’s
personal circumstances, as the artist submitted this work to the exhibition “Sunshine & Noir: Art in L.A.
1960-1997” some three decades later in order to register an ironic protest about the limited space he
was allocated when the show traveled to the Hammer Museum in Westwood in 1998.17
Baldessari’s characteristic uninﬂected text, in a sign-painter’s style, arose from his study of
printing, typography, and “brush lettering,” which he taught to “high school” students. Long interested
in photography, Baldessari transposed it from a tool in his working method into one of the subjects of
his work. Then, feeling trapped in his windowless studio far from the madding crowds of an increasingly international art world, the artist had the means and the devouring curiosity to subscribe, as he
put it, to “every European art magazine that was available,” and to feature the hottest and formerly
closest-to-home of the American art journals in two dedicated works. Even the seemingly random
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images of National City were a function of several biographical contingencies, including the artist’s
hectic schedule as he was struggling to hold down four part-time teaching jobs, and a congenital
shyness that prompted the anonymity of his “drive-by” photo shoots.
Articulated at the intersection of psycho-biographical experience and the aesthetics of
banality, the motifs picked out and threaded together in Baldessari’s early works are also building
blocks for his later works. Questions of locality and place are revisited at state rather than local scale
in the three parts of California Map Project (1969), and ideas about composition and arrangement
organize a wide range of works from the 1970s through the 2010s, including the Alignment (1975),
Violent Space (1976), and Overlap (2000–01) series. The artist’s early interest in books and
magazines gave rise to a series of artist books, including Choosing: Green Beans (1973) and Ingres
and Other Parables (1972), the latter published by the magazine Studio International, as well as to
photo-text works that feature published titles, such as Two Books with Persons and Observers
(Courtroom) (1995). The concern for color and its nomenclature is taken up in the Color Card series
(1975), the interior paint job performed in Six Colorful Inside Jobs (1977), the correlation of
language and color-coding in Blasted Allegories (1978), the Structure By Color series, which includes
Six Perspective Drawings (from Cubes) Arranged by Color Wheel (1976), and in works from the later
1980s through the early 1990s in which ﬁgures, objects, or shapes are color-denominated, for
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example, Two Figures (Red) and Two Figures (Green) in Different Environments (Food) (1990).
A decade and a half later these interests go full-spectrum in works such as Fissures (Orange) and
Ribbons (Orange, Blue): With Multiple Figures (Red, Green, Yellow), plus Single Figure (Yellow) in
Harness (Violet) and Balloons (Violet, Red, Yellow, Grey) (2004), while for the ﬁfth state of the Prima
Facie series Baldessari even returns to a latter-day variant of his “landlord colors” in Warm Brownie /
American Cheese / Carrot Stick / Black Bean Soup / Perky Peach / Leek (2006). As attested by
Truck (1962) and The Backs of All the Trucks Passed While Driving from Los Angeles to Santa
Barbara, Calif. Sunday 20 Jan. 63 (1963), Baldessari’s references to automobiles and motor vehicles, and streets and freeways developed in the early 1960s, continued in the photo-emulsion works
of 1966–68, and into in the Top View series, with work like Where Things Are (Bicyclist and Trafﬁc)
(1975); in later pieces these themes were augmented by references to bicyclists, joggers, and
passers-by, while cars and streets are articulated with color in Car Color Series: All Cars Parked on
the West Side of Main Street, between Bay and Bicknell Streets, Santa Monica, at 1:15 P.M.
September 1, 1976 (1976), and Car Flanked by Doubleman (Splashed Blue) (1990).
Continuing a tradition associated with the fastidiously contextual representations of Vincent
van Gogh—his bedrooms, bars, local streets, ﬁelds, and trees—the works in the present exhibition bear
witness to Baldessari’s witnessing of himself as a commuter, teacher, photographer, National City citizen, and as-yet-unsung artist. Born To Paint (1966–68, ﬁg. 8), the most complexly articulated of his
early photo-text pieces, attests with unadorned, almost biometric precision to the artist’s inscription
in his own work. The six transferred photographic panels supplemented by text that make up the work,
along with one smaller empty square bearing a shape with the rough proportions of a 35mm slide,
are studies for—or outtakes from—Wrong, showing the artist outside his home on East First Street in
National City. Baldessari added hand-penciled notes, captions, and sidebars to several of the images.
In two images the artist’s white T-shirt is marked with “artist” and “born to paint,” respectively, while
the other photos are labeled with descriptive biographical or technical data: “Baldessari at 37,”
“National City, Calif. in front of his home,” “6’ 6”, 235 lbs. Good Health,” “shot at 1/50 sec + 11,” and
“Rockland Emulsion developed in Selectol Standard Time/Temp.” Under the smaller empty rectangle
and connected to it by an arrow, Baldessari has written in “Relaxing in Anna’s Teeter Totter,” referring to
photographs that appear in Body Piece (Artist on Teeter-Totter—Three Views) (1967). Baldessari represents himself unﬂinchingly here as a hulking, healthy, nearly middle-aged homebody, standing
relaxing in the place where he lived, and, using the same “straight information,”18 literally marking
himself as an artist. At the same time art and life are conjoined, unaffectedly, with basic descriptions
of his photographic and photo-transfer processes. This suggests that the artist’s life is underwritten by
having been “shot” and “developed” using speciﬁc materials and parameters accorded equal billing

John Baldessari at the opening of his exhibition at the Molly Barnes Gallery in Los Angeles, 1968.
Photo © Phillip T. Jones, courtesy of John Baldessari.

with the indicators of Baldessari’s abbreviated self-description. The artist is objectiﬁed and his
objects and materials personiﬁed: “Rockland Emulsion” becomes a supporting actor in Baldessari’s
B-movie ﬁlm still, quietly, and reﬂexively, ushering photography into being as art.
The biographical valences of the 1966–68 works thus have little to do with what Adrian Piper
referred to in 1973 as the “handling” of artists as “unpleasantly stylized biographical objects.”19
Baldessari makes a satisfyingly oblique reference to this situation with an undramatic, de-stylized
retort in Painting for Kubler (1966–68, ﬁg. 10), dedicated to the author of The Shape of Time:
Remarks on the History of Things, published in 1962 and already something of a cult volume in the
New York art scene by the mid and later 1960s.20 With the exception of its ﬁnal sentence, the text of
Painting for Kubler does not cite directly from The Shape of Time but blends and paraphrases passages from its second and third chapters, “The Classing of Things” and “The Propagation of Things,”
respectively. It draws on Kubler’s discussion in chapter two of the role of previousness or the “prior,”
which turns on a proposition about “prior events and future possibilities within the sequence,” dimensions, Kubler asserts, that “govern the position of every work of art.”21 From chapter three, Baldessari

summarizes Kubler’s discussion of the terms according to which “each invention is a new serial
position” the acceptance of which “by many people blocks their continuing acceptance of the preceding position.”22 Kubler’s exploration of inter-object relations, temporal sequence, and information
theory was predicated, of course, on a sustained disavowal of biographic and biological methods and
allusions, the former addressed at the beginning of the ﬁrst chapter of The Shape of Time in a section
titled “The Limitations of Biography.” Appropriately enough, Painting for Kubler was ﬁrst exhibited in
Software: Information Technology: Its New Meaning for Art, curated by Jack Burnham for the Jewish
Museum in New York in 1970.23 Yet Baldessari, in Kubler’s terms, smuggled in his prior (and future)
serial and relational concerns with declaratively subdued selfhood. For the ﬁrst “line” of the painting,
addressed to Kubler as a scrambled précis of his own thinking, contends “this painting owes its
existence to prior paintings.” It is thus embedded in a semantic matrix in which interaction between
things, persons, and processes opens onto Baldessari’s career-long investigation of relationality and
the spaces between … language and things, subjects and objects, color and its coordinates, order
and chaos, straight and narrow, private and civic, celluloid celebrity and Podunk obscurity—many
“developed,” from 1966 to 1968 at least, “in Selectol.”
*
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*
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John Baldessari: National City (La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, 1996), he italicized the car culture references, as with Earl Scheib Auto
Painting 111 National City Blvd. National City, Calif. (1996). He also underscored the nest of interrelations between his different series as for
example in Former Site of Duck Pond Bar 3003 National City Blvd. National City, Calif. (1996) featuring a somewhat bizarre large-scale sign
bearing the single word “TRUE,” left over from the “True Mitsubishi” dealership that had replaced the bar (and then been abandoned), which
delivers the work into relation with the aesthetic and philosophical propositions of the text paintings.
15. For an account of the signiﬁcance of temporal indicators in Impressionism, see my “Monet and the Development of a Nominative
Effectualism,” chapter 2 of Invisible Colors: A Visual History of Titles (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1997), pp. 49-80.
16. Baldessari used the phrase “lowest common denominator” in “Interview with John Baldessari,” conducted by Hugh Davies and Andrea Hales,
November 14, 1995, John Baldessari: National City, pp. 86, 87. Unless otherwise noted, subsequent citations are from this useful discussion.
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